Temple of the Albino God
adventure by Simone Biagini

Sewer entrace

toward the University of Magic
laboratories

Introduction:
For a few months, the corpses have
disappeared from the cemetery.
The temple priests fear that it is
a sign of necromantic
activity and asked your party
to investigate

PCs start here

a homeless
will raise the alarm before running,
can be bribed

Contaminated water

Mercenaries on watch

trust me, you don't
want to fall into it

some chairs, a table, dice and coins

You have discovered that
the bodies are dragged
into the sewers
beneath the university
of magic ...

Mercenaries on watch
some chairs, a table, dice and coins

Watch route
both directions, every 20 minutes

Stocked corpses
closed door,
Krock has the key with him
at all times

Ratmen pantry

Falling sewage

Infested with giant cockroaches,
also part of the pantry

continuous

Ratmen common room
They live amid the waste
around the king and his females.
Their is a simple life,
if they are not eating they mate

Altar to the Albino God
here Krock officiate the ceremonies for
the ratmen, overlooking the temple

The Albino God
Giant white crocodile
Immune to magic thanks to the slurry
of the university

Wastes waterfall
dangerous, slippery

Ratmen temple of the Albino God
skulls impaled, waste of bright colors
and other amenities

"Krock's delicacies" kitchen
smell of kobold, sugar and flour

Cellar
the secret passages are hidden behind some crates

Magically closed
rarely used, the shop
owner has the key

Vestments and ritual objects
bones, sticks, crows, and similar stuff

Net
to collect Albino God dung

Flooded passage
High priest Krock chambers
feeds on corpses as his God, completely crazy and infectious
his bite is poisonous and the breath nauseating

What is really happening:
The sewers are inhabited by an albino crocodile grown out of proportion thanks to the slurries that filter out from the university labs. A group of kobolds uncovered him
imprisoned in a large collection tank and nourished him with the corpses from the cemetery.
The kobolds have found that crocodile feces, combined with flour, make their pies not only tasty but able to cure any illness, whether magical or not!
They opened "Krock's delicacies", the alchemical pastry shop, and are getting rich with it. After freeing the city from a terrible plague.
Krock, due to the alchemical experiments, went mad and decide to became the high priest of the Albino God, joining a pack of ratmen that worship the great animal as
a divinity. Krock's heirs, meanwhile, continue with their business as usual.
If the characters should kill the crocodile the pies would disappear from the market ... and the plague would return to the city.
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